1. Page 27- TFLD/STLD implementation language update to reflect the following:
   On October 1, 2015, qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) using the TFLD PTB will grant Strike Team Leader competencies for responders that are qualified in the corresponding Single Resource Boss position(s). A single position task book and a single pathway to the TFLD position is used (ENGB or CRWB + ICT4; the “Single Resource Boss to Strike Team Leader to Task Force Leader” pathway no longer exists).

   For qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) and Strike Team Leader (STCR, STEN, STEQ), responders will initiate a Task Force Leader (TFLD) PTB. When the TFLD PTB has been completed and certified, the TFLD qualification is awarded. Once qualified as a TFLD, any additional Single Resource Boss qualifications possessed by the responder will allow agencies to qualify the individual in the corresponding Strike Team Leader position.

2. Page 41- Incident Commander Type 3 (ICT3)
   a. Addition of Advanced ICS (ICS-400) required training to align position with FEMA Type 3 standards

3. Page 47- Safety Officer, Line (SOFR)
   a. Addition of Advanced ICS (ICS-400) required training to align position with FEMA Type 3 standards
   b. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as Task Force Leader (TFLD)
      +
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Safety Officer, Line (SOFR) on a wildfire or prescribed fire incident

4. Page 48- Public Information Officer Type 1 (PIO1)
   a. Addition of bridging experience pathways for qualified OSC1, LSC1, and PSC1 to move into the PIO1 position

5. Page 49- Public Information Officer Type 2 (PIO2)
   a. Removal of Intermediate ICS for Expanding Incidents (ICS-300) and Advanced ICS (ICS-400) as required training
   b. Addition of bridging experience pathways for qualified OSC2, LSC2, and PSC2 to move into the PIO1 position

6. Page 51- Public Information Officer (PIOF)
   a. Addition of Intermediate ICS for Expanding Incidents (ICS-300) and Advanced ICS (ICS-400) as required training to align position with FEMA Type 3 standards

7. Page 66- Task Force Leader (TFLD)
   a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Crew Boss, Single Resource (CRWB) or Engine Boss, Single Resource (ENGB)
      +
      Satisfactory performance as an Incident Commander Type 4 (ICT4)
Completion and Certification of PTB as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) on a wildfire incident

b. On October 1, 2015, qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) using the TFLD PTB will grant Strike Team Leader competencies for responders that are qualified in the corresponding Single Resource Boss position(s). A single position task book and a single pathway to the TFLD position is used (ENGB or CRWB + ICT4; the “Single Resource Boss to Strike Team Leader to Task Force Leader” pathway no longer exists).

For qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) and Strike Team Leader (STCR, STEN, STEQ), responders will initiate a Task Force Leader (TFLD) PTB. When the TFLD PTB has been completed and certified, the TFLD qualification is awarded. Once qualified as a TFLD, any additional Single Resource Boss qualifications possessed by the responder will allow agencies to qualify the individual in the corresponding Strike Team Leader position.

8. Page 68- Strike Team Leader Crew (STCR)
   a. Prerequisite experience is modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Crew Boss, Single Resource (CRWB)

   + Satisfactory performance as a Task Force Leader (TFLD)

   b. Note: On October 1, 2015, qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) using the TFLD PTB will grant Strike Team Leader competencies for responders that are qualified in the corresponding Single Resource Boss position(s). A single position task book and a single pathway to the TFLD position is used (ENGB or CRWB + ICT4; the “Single Resource Boss to Strike Team Leader to Task Force Leader” pathway no longer exists).

   For qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) and Strike Team Leader (STCR, STEN, STEQ), responders will initiate a Task Force Leader (TFLD) PTB. When the TFLD PTB has been completed and certified, the TFLD qualification is awarded. Once qualified as a TFLD, any additional Single Resource Boss qualifications possessed by the responder will allow agencies to qualify the individual in the corresponding Strike Team Leader position.

9. Page 70- Strike Team Leader Heavy Equipment (STEQ)
   a. Prerequisite Experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Heavy Equipment Boss, Single Resource (HEQB)

   + Satisfactory performance as a Task Force Leader (TFLD)

   b. Note: On October 1, 2015, qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) using the TFLD PTB will grant Strike Team Leader competencies for responders that are qualified in the corresponding Single Resource Boss position(s). A single position task book and a single pathway to the TFLD position is used (ENGB or CRWB + ICT4; the “Single Resource Boss to Strike Team Leader to Task Force Leader” pathway no longer exists).

   For qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) and Strike Team Leader (STCR, STEN, STEQ), responders will initiate a Task Force Leader (TFLD) PTB. When the TFLD PTB has been completed and certified, the TFLD qualification is awarded. Once qualified as a TFLD, any additional Single
Resource Boss qualifications possessed by the responder will allow agencies to qualify the individual in the corresponding Strike Team Leader position.

10. Page 72- Strike Team Leader Engine (STEN)
   a. Prerequisite Experience is modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as an Engine Boss, Single Resource (ENGB) +
      Satisfactory performance as a Task Force Leader (TFLD)
   b. Note: On October 1, 2015, qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) using the TFLD PTB will grant Strike Team Leader competencies for responders that are qualified in the corresponding Single Resource Boss position(s). A single position task book and a single pathway to the TFLD position is used (ENGB or CRWB + ICT4; the “Single Resource Boss to Strike Team Leader to Task Force Leader” pathway no longer exists).

   For qualification as a Task Force Leader (TFLD) and Strike Team Leader (STCR, STEN, STEQ), responders will initiate a Task Force Leader (TFLD) PTB. When the TFLD PTB has been completed and certified, the TFLD qualification is awarded. Once qualified as a TFLD, any additional Single Resource Boss qualifications possessed by the responder will allow agencies to qualify the individual in the corresponding Strike Team Leader position.

11. Page 109- Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1)
   a. Prerequisite Experience is modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) +
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1) on a wildfire incident
      OR
      Satisfactory performance as an Operations Section Chief Type 1 (OSC1) +
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1) on a wildfire incident
      OR
      Satisfactory performance as a Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1) +
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1) on a wildfire incident
      OR
      Satisfactory performance as a Safety Officer Type 1 (SOF1) +
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1) on a wildfire incident

12. Page 106- Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2)
   a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Situation Unit Leader (SITL) +
Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident

OR

Satisfactory performance as a Resources Unit Leader (RESL)

+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident

OR

Satisfactory performance as a Planning Section Chief Type 3 (PSC3)

+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident

OR

Satisfactory performance as an Operations Section Chief Type 2 (OSC2)

+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident*

OR

Satisfactory performance as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)

+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident*

OR

Satisfactory performance as a Safety Officer Type 2 (SOF2)

+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2) on a wildfire incident*

13. Page 107 - Planning Section Chief Type 3 (PSC3)
   a. Addition of the following language: FEMA PTBs are available through the NWCG website at http://www.nwcg.gov/pms/taskbook/taskbook.htm

14. Page 108 - Situation Unit Leader (SITL)
   a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Completion and Certification of PTB as a Situation Unit Leader (SITL)

15. Page 128 - Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1)
   a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1)
      OR
      Satisfactory performance as a Operations Section Chief Type 1 (OSC1)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1) on a wildfire incident*
OR
Satisfactory performance as a Planning Section Chief Type 1 (PSC1)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1) on a wildfire incident*
OR
Satisfactory performance as a Safety Officer Type 1 (SOF1)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC1) on a wildfire incident*

16. Page 130- Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
Satisfactory performance as a Facilities Unit Leader (FACL)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
OR Satisfactory performance as a Ground Support Unit Leader (GSUL)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
OR Satisfactory performance as a Supply Unit Leader (SPUL)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
OR Satisfactory performance as a Logistics Section Chief Type 3 (LSC3)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2)
OR Satisfactory performance as an Operations Section Chief Type 2 (OSC2)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2) on a wildfire incident*
OR Satisfactory performance as a Planning Section Chief Type 2 (PSC2)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2) on a wildfire incident*
OR Satisfactory performance as a Safety Officer Type 1 (SOF2)
+ Completion and Certification of PTB as a Logistics Section Chief Type 2 (LSC2) on a wildfire incident*

17. Page 132- Logistics Section Chief Type 3 (LSC3)
18. Page 153- Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 (FSC2)
   a. Prerequisite experience modified as follows:
      Satisfactory performance as a Time Unit Leader (TIME)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 (FSC2)
      OR Satisfactory performance as a Cost Unit Leader (COST)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 (FSC2)
      OR Satisfactory performance as a Procurement Unit Leader (PROC)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 (FSC2)
      OR Satisfactory performance as a Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 3 (FSC3)
      + Completion and Certification of PTB as a Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 (FSC2)

19. Page 155 Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 3 (FSC3)
   a. Addition of the following language: FEMA PTBs are available through the NWCG website at
      http://www.nwcg.gov/pms/taskbook/taskbook.htm